OVERHEAD TEMPORARY SERVICE POLE
FOR USE DURING CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE ENTRANCE HEAD TO BE 3" ABOVE ELAVATION OF WIREHOLDER
EXTEND SERVICE ENTRANCE CONDUCTORS MINIMUM 1'-6"

WIREHOLDER

MINIMUM 2" CONDUIT WITH THREE NUMBER 8 MINIMUM COPPER WIRES TO METER SOCKET.

FIVE TERMINAL METER SOCKET AND METER FURNISHED BY OPPD CONDUIT METER SOCKET PER DETAIL "A".

6" X 6" SQUARE TREATED WOOD POLE MAY ALSO BE USED.

GRADE LINE

GROUND ROD PER CURRENT "NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE" EXTEND ABOVE GRADE LINE.

NOTES:
CUSTOMER'S SERVICE POLE TO BE SET WITHIN 75 FEET OF EXISTING OPPD SECONDARY POLE BUT NOT UNDER OTHER LINE. PLACE OF ATTACHMENT TO FACE TOWARD THE SECONDARY POLE.
CUSTOMER TO FURNISH ALL MATERIAL, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.
ALL MATERIAL FURNISHED BY THE CUSTOMER SHALL EQUAL OR EXCEED THE STANDARDS AS SPECIFIED IN THE "NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE".
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